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1. INTRODUCTION 
Problems in the calculus of variations are frequently formulated in terms 
of finding relative minima (or maxima) of functionals on some real Hilbert 
space. Approximate solutions to these problems lead in a natural way only to 
upper (or lower) bounds for the desired stationary value of the functional. 
Noble [I] has introduced the very useful idea of complementary variational 
principles, by means of which it is possible to obtain both upper and lower 
bounds to the solution of a variational problem. 
The purpose of this paper is to give an abstract formulation of complement- 
ary variational principles in terms of finding minimax points of a functional 
defined on a real Hilbert space which is the product of two such spaces, and 
to give some simple sufficient conditions for the existence of minimax 
points. The theory will be illustrated by a geometrical example; applications 
to ordinary differential equations have been given by Noble [l], and a num- 
ber of other applications to physical and geometrical variational problems 
are possible. 
A remark will also be made concerning an abstract procedure for construct- 
ing a variational principle which is complementary to a given one. 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
Consider real Hilbert spaces H, and H+ with inner products (,), and 
;,z), respectively. Linear functionals on H, and Hm have the respective repre- 
sentations 
%*(4 = (%i 3 4 and At*(#) = <Al Y $;,1 (2.1) 
where u,, E H,, and &-, E Hm are called the kernels of the corresponding func- 
tionals. 
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The conjugate (or adjoint) of a linear operator T : Hm + H, is defined to be 
the linear operator T* : H,, + H4 such that 
for all u E H, , + E H$ . 
(u, T+) = Vu*,+) (2.2) 
Elements h of the (Cartesian) product space H = H, x H6 will be denoted 
by h = (i) or h = (u 4). H will b e a real Hilbert space for the inner product 
I,> defined by 
(4 , 4 = (4 I u2) + ($1 > de!, (2.3) 
where hi = Q), i = 1, 2. 
Suppose that W = W’(h) = W(u, #) is a functional on H which is twice 
differentiable in the sense of Frechet, or which has linear first and second 
Glteaux derivatives [2, 31. The first derivative W’(h,) of W at h, will be a 
linear functional on H, and thus has the representation 
W’(h,) 12 = { W’(h,), h}, (2.4) 
with the kernel W’(h,) being an element of H. Using the rules for differentia- 
tion in a product space given in [4], 
(2.5) 
with aW/au E H, and aWj@ E H$. Thus, 
W’(h,) h = (; g) (;) = (g, u) + (7, 4) , (2.6) 
interpreting (2.5) in agreement with (2.4). The second derivative W”(h,,) 
likewise may be represented in the form 
The components of W”(h,) are linear operators which map according to the 
table 
ap [{J 
-:H,-+H,, 
au2 
a2w 
- : Htp - H, , 
au a+ 
a2 rf- 
-:H,+H+, 
a+ au 
a2w 
---:HHm+H+. 
ay 
(2.8) 
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Following the convention in [4], b”IIYj6uii+ = (5/L+) (aWj&). Since second 
derivatives are symmetric bilinear operators [2], the following relationships 
hold for all ui E H,, , 4; E H+ , i -.:- I, 2: 
(2.9) 
3. A VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE 
Following Noble [I], consider the equations 
where the terms in the first equation are elements of H,, , and the terms in 
the second equation are elements of H6, and T, T* satisfy (2.2). The system 
(3.1) may thus be regarded as an equation of the formF(h) = 0 in H, where 
(3.2) 
Equations (3.1) will be said to arise from a variational principle if F(h) 
is the derivative of a functional f(h) on H. (In the terminology of Vainberg [5], 
F(h) is called a pote&aZ operator, and is said to be the gradient off(h).) If 
F(h) is differentiable, it is the derivative of a functional f(h) if and only if 
(3.3) 
for all h, h, , ha E H. As differentiation of (3.2) yields 
F’(h) = 
a2w 
T- aua+ 
avv -- 
w 
(3.4) 
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Eq. (3.3) follows at once from (2.2) and (2.9). This proves the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. If W(u, r#) is a twice-differentiable functional on 
H = H, x H+ , then Eqs. (3.1) arise from a variational principle. 
The next theorem is obtained by straightforward integration [3, 51. 
THEOREM 3.2. If W(U,C$) is a twice-di@rentiable functional on H, F(h) 
is the derivative of the unique functional 
f (4 = f Cut 4) = h T4) - Wu, 4) 
= (T*u, 4) - Wu, 4) 
= (u, TN + CT*% +) _ W(u, &, 
2 (3.5) 
which has the value - W(0, 0) at h = 0. 
4. COMPLEMENTARY VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
A solution ho = ($) of the system (2.1) will be called a stationary (or 
critical) point of the functional f(h) = f(u, 4). A variational principle will be 
called a maximum (or minimum) principle if a stationary point is a relative 
maximum (or minimum) point of the functional. Sufficient conditions for 
(3.1) to arise from a maximum or minimum principle are well-known [3, 51, 
and, under certain conditions, iterative procedures are available for obtaining 
sequences which converge to the corresponding stationary point [6]. Approx- 
imate solutions of (3.1) f or maximum or minimum principles yield only 
lower or upper bounds for the extremal value of the functional. On the 
other hand, if the first equation of (3.1) arises from a maximum principle 
for the functional 
fi(4 = (w T4) - W, 4) (4.1) 
for fixed 4, and the second equation from a minimum principle for the func- 
tional 
fi(4) = <T*u, 6) - W(u, 4) (4.2) 
for fixed u (or vice-versa), equations (3.1) are said to arise from complementary 
variational principles. A stationary point (u”, 4”) in this case will have the 
property that in some surrounding ball, 
f(u”, +O) = m;x m,lnf(u, 4) = mjn mUaf(u, +), (4.3) 
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so that (u”, 4”) will be called a rniGmn.~ point of f(rl, 4). In this case, it is 
possible to obtain both upper and loner bounds for f(u”, 4”). 
To obtain bounds, one may substitute the tn’ul rletnent C$ --= a,, into (IS), 
and consider the problem of masimizing the functional 
flow = (4 T40) - lf’(4 40) = f(4 4”) (4.4) 
in H,; similarly, the use of the trial element II = u. leads to a minimization 
problem in H$ for the functional 
ho@) = ,:T*uo v c$:, - quo ) I$) -f(u” ,a,. (4.5) 
Suppose that fro(u) attains its maximum at zc = u1 , and fZo($) attains its 
minimum at 4 = ~1 . Then 
fioo4 =f(u1 7 Co) = “fpfb4 4O)T 
Aoh) =fbo , A) = njn.f(uo t 4). (4.6) 
If we assume that the maximum problem for (4.4) has a solution u1 for each 
trial function +. , and that the minimum problem for (4.5) has a solution +1 
for each trial function u. , then 
ho(%) =fh 1 Co) 2ff(u”, 4”) 3fho 9 41) =.how (4-V 
Thus, upper and lower bounds may be obtained for the value off(u, 4) at a 
minimax point by solving separate extremum problems for the functionals 
(4.4) and (4.5). 
Sincef(u, #J) is assumed to be differentiable, the point (ul , +o) will satisfy 
the first equation of (3.1), and (u. , +1) will satisfy the second. In ordinary 
practice, after the trial elements u. and 4, are chosen, the existence and 
uniqueness of u1 and +1 would be determined from the equations 
respectively, which arise from variational principles for (4.4) and (4.5). 
5. A NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITION FOR THE 
EXISTENCE OF A MINIMAX POINT 
If the solutions of the variational problems (4.6) are unique for the re- 
spective trial elements +. and uO , this defines a mapping of H into itself by 
u = U(4), dJ = w, (5.1) 
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THEOREM 5.1. If the variational principles (4.1) and (4.2) for f(u, q5) 
aye comnplementary, f(u, 4) I zas a minimax point (u~c+~) ;f and only if (u”V) is a 
jised point of (5.1). 
PROOF. For all u, 4, 
f (Y4)? 4) 3 f (4 Q(u)) (5.4 
by (4.7). Since equality holds in (5.2) at a fixed point (u” $“) of (5. l), 
f (21°, 4”) = njn.f( U(4), 4) = $n “T;“xf (u, 4) (5.3) 
so that (u”, 4”) is a minimax point. Conversely, if (zl” 4”) is a minimax point, 
f (2d”, 4”) = rn;x f (24 $O), .f(uO, 4”) = $nf (u”, C), (5.5) 
and thus (u” 4”) is a fixed point of (5.1). 
If Eqs. (5.1) can be obtained explicitly, standard fixed point theorems may 
be used to provide sufficient conditions for the existence of a minimax point. 
It is particularly good if an iterative process of the form 
u n+1 = V4,,)> 4n+1 = @(%+J, (5.6) 
converges to the fixed point (uO do), for if so, 
(5.7) 
and the process yields successive upper and lower bounds for the stationary 
value of f(u, 4). It is not necessary to know (5.1) explicitly to generate the 
sequence of approximations (u, &J, as this may be done directly ‘from equa- 
tions (3.1). 
It follows at once that a fised point of the system (5.1) will be a solution 
of the system (3.1); however, since it is usually more convenient to work 
directly with (3.1) sufficient conditions will be developed for a solution of 
(3.1) to be a fixed point of (5.1). 
6. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE EXISTENCE OF A MINIMAX POINT 
S uppose that it is possible to obtain solutions of the first and second equa- 
tions of (3.1) in the form 
u = Qq, q5 = Y(u). (6.1) 
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THEOREM 6.1. If (3 W/W-i, (P IV/&#?)-1 exist, and there are constants 
Y, r,, > 0 such that 
for II (q, 4,) /j < y. and Ij (u - ~“4 ~ 4”) /j < r, where (u” c$“) is a solution C$ 
(3.1), then (~“4~) . 1s a minimaa point of f(u, v), and (3.1) arise from comple- 
mentary variational principles. 
PROOF. From (6.2) it follows that the first equation of (3.1) arises from 
a local maximum principle, and the second equation from a local minimum 
principle [3]. From the relation 
identically in 4, it follows that V’(4) exists if the equation 
is satisfied, so that 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
from the existence of (PW/M-1. In some ball containing (uO, +O), 
g(4) = f (b’(#), 4) = “,““f (II, 4). 
Straightforward differentiation gives 
(6.6) 
Since the quantity in brackets vanishes identically, 
(6.8) 
As u” = V(+O) and 4” satisfy the second equation of (3.1), g’(+“) = 0, so 
that 4” is a critical point of g(4). Now, 
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so that 
(6.10) 
by (6.2). By (6.5), 
0 T*-Y&] vVo.bo)=([~]-l~l,s), (6.11) 
~1 = [T -s] Co. (6.12) 
Setting u,, = [a2W/&2]-1 u1 , it follows that 
by (6.2) and (6.11). Hence, do is a local minimum point of g($), and thus 
f(u”, 4”) = rn$ m;xf(U, 4). (6.14) 
Similarly, 
f(u”, do) = muax m,inf(u, $1, (6.15) 
which proves the theorem. 
7. AN EXAMPLE 
For the operators T*T in H, and TT* in H, , 
<T*TA 4) = VA T+) 3 0, 
(TT*u, u) = (T*u, T*u) > 0. 
Setting the gradient of the functional 
f(u, 4) = + PA 4 + (4, T*u)l - 8 [(a u) - (4, $>] 
equal to zero gives the equations 
T+ -u =O, T*u + 4 = 0. 
Here, 
(7-l) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
a2w -I --= I a2W=I -- ap 9 (7.4) 
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so that the conditions of Theorem (6. I) are satisfied, which means that 
Eqs. (7.3) arise from complementary variational principles, and any solution 
of (7.3), in particular, (0, 0), ‘.: I+ A minimas point of ,f(zd, 4). Sote that for (f,,) 
fixed in the first equation, and 
21” = 7’& , (7.5) 
that 
f(ql 9 40) = (%I 4 - 3 [(% ,%I) - :&I 7 ddl 
== 4[(U” , uo) + ~9,,&Jl 3 0, 
an upper bound forf(0, 0), while 
+1 = - T*u, 
from the second equation gives 
f(Ul , $1) = - $ Ku1 P 4 + .\41 3 A:;1 d 0, 
a lower bound forf(0, 0). 
(7.6) 
(7.7) 
(7.8) 
8. CONSTRUCTION OF COMPLEMENTARY \:ARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES 
Suppose that the elements of H+ belong to some real Hilbert space H, 
for which (\,‘: is an inner product, and T is a linear operator on H, . Also, 
suppose that there is given an equation 
Tqh -- G(u, (b) = 0 (8.1) 
for an unknown element 4 E Ii, The problem is now to construct another 
equation so that the resulting system arises from complementary variational 
principles. To obtain a system of the type (3.1), a formal adjoint [7] T* is 
constructed so that 
(T$, u) := ~‘4, T*u) + X(u), (8.2) 
where h(u) is a linear functional, and (,) is an inner product on H, . H, will 
be the set (U 1 X(u) = 0} with the inner product (,). If T maps Hm into H, , 
and T* maps H,, into H, , Eq. (2.2) will be satisfied. 
By direct integration [3, 51, 
w(u, 4) = /-’ (G(% 4), u) dt + JW, 4) 
‘II 
(8.3) 
with IWO, 4) an arbitrary functional on H,+ . Now, Eq. (8.1) and 
(8.4) 
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arise from the functional (3.5). If ?V(O, 4) can be chosen such that the con- 
ditions of Theorem 6.1 are satisfied, (8.1) and (8.4) will come from comple- 
mentary variational principles. 
If the problem is posed in the form 
T*T+ - E(4) = 0 (83) 
on H4, Eq. (8.1) may be regarded as the means for introduction of a new 
variable u into Eq. (8.5). For 
G(u, 4) = u + Sk, 41, (8.6) 
T*u + T*S(u, 4) - E(4) = 0, (8.7) 
by (8.1) and (8.Q or 
T*u - R(u, 4) = 0, (8.8) 
where 
From (8.3), 
W, 4) = W) - T*S(u, 4). (8.9) 
wtu, +) = h, 4 + j~(sk, 4)  4 dt + ~~(44, 
with WO(+) arbitrary. Thus 
aw a 1 
qF=qj 0 5 (S(tu, $1,~) dt + WoW). 
(8. to> 
(8.11) 
THEOREM 8.1. Equations (8.1) and (8.8) ec;ill arise from a variational 
principle if and only if 
z 
a [ T*s(u, 4) + $ j1 (S(t& $1, u) dt] = 0. 
0 
(8.12) 
PROOF. Suppose that (8.12) holds. Then 
-Q(4) = E(4) - [ T*S(u, 4) + 6 j; (W, C), u) dt] 
is a function of 4 only. For 
w,(4) = j’ (JW), 9) dt, 
0 
(8.13) 
(8.14) 
it follows from (8.9) and (8.11) that 
R(u, 4) = “1; ‘), (8.15) 
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with W(u, 4) as defined by (8.10). On the other hand, if (8.15) holds, 
~(4) - TV,,‘(~) = T*S(u, 4) - 6 j-1 (S(w d), u) dt, (8.16) 
from which (8.12) follows at once. 
Once it is known that (8.5) and (8.8) arise from a variational principle, 
Theorem 6.1 may be used to determine if they arise from complementary 
variational principles. 
It should be remarked that the introduction of the change of variables 
(8.1) into (8.5) p d to ro uce a complementary equation (8.8) for which (8.12) 
holds is a matter requiring considerable insight and skill. It was the success 
of Professor Ben Noble in the solution of this type of problem for important 
practical cases which encouraged the author to develop the abstract formula- 
tion presented above. 
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